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Final Repositories: IAEA Safeguards Needed

Without reprocessing spent nuclear fuel contains plutonium so that underground final repositories 
need to be under IAEA safeguards. Geophysical methods seem useful for the detection of 
undeclared activities.
Tasked by the German Support Programme to the IAEA we are studying the question whether 
acoustic/seismic monitoring can be used for such detection.
In a first project (2010-2012) we measured acoustic and seismic signals from various mining 
activities in the Gorleben Exploratory Mine, Germany, underground and at the surface.1,2

The second project (2012-2014) is devoted to numerical three-dimensional modelling of signal 
propagation to assess what the detection capabilities of seismic sensors in the vicinity of a 
repository in a salt dome would be. The evaluations are on-going.
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Measurements in a Salt Dome - Signal Strengths
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Signals underground (left) and at the surface (right) from an 11-shot blast, with source distance on the right. Signals underground from picking, with source 
distance on the right.

Distance Dependence
Due to the variation of signal strength and widely differing distances, the maximum 
peak-to-peak values of seismic velocity are plotted versus distance in double-loga-
rithmic scale.

Maximum peak-to-peak value of vertical seismic velocity versus distance from two blast shots (left) 
and from picking with an electropneumatic pick hammer (right), double-logarithmic scale. Power-
law fits result in exponents -2.3±0.6 and -2.1±0.5 for blasts and -1.3±0.3 for picking.

Overall Comparison

Nominal peak-to-peak velocity at 100 m distance for all 
sources measured..



Numerical Modelling
The salt-dome structure is complex, thus three-dimensional numerical modelling is needed. The open-source program SpecFEM3D3 is 
used, meshing is done with Cubit/Trelis4. The full three-dimensional structure of the salt dome and the surrounding rock is not available, 
thus a simplified model is used.

Wave fronts 0.250 s and 0.450 s after an explosion of 5 ms half duration was applied at 900 m depth (yellow cross), computed with SpecFEM2D3. At 
media boundaries refraction and reflection occur, including conversion from compressional (P) to shear (S) waves and vice versa.

2-D Test Runs
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Sections through the (incomplete) 3-dimensional model of the salt dome as 
derived from seismic surveys, drill holes and building the mine (BGR figure).



First 3-D Computations

Simplified cross section through the salt dome and its surrounding 
rocks with sensor (red diamonds) and source positions (black x) in 
the model central vertical plane at y = -500 m. The same 
arrangement is used at four parallel planes. (Based on BGR figure)
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Further simplified structure used in the 3-dimensional 
computations, with mesh of intended size 40 m.



Exemplary Signals
Vertical blow to -z, half duration 5 ms (simulate picking); mesh 40 m, time step 0.05 ms, with attenuation; source at 900 m depth. Run on 
256 cores of the LiDO cluster of TU Dortmund.

Left column: vx in m/s; right column: vz in m/s, versus time in s. Top: 144 m from source, bottom: 2944 m from source, both at the source depth of 900 m.
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Repetitive Signals
Blasts: usually 11 shots with 0.25 s spacing. Picking: usually several seconds, chisel period 23 ms.

Repeat and superpose single-pulse signal for intended period and number.

Signals from one (left) and 11 consecutive (right) 
blast shots, vx in m/s versus time in s, 2544 m from 
source at the same depth (900 m).
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Signals from one (left) and 100 consecutive (right) 
horizontal chisel blows with 23 ms spacing, vx in 
m/s versus time in s. Top: 144 m, bottom 2944 m 
from source at the same depth (900 m).



Signal Strength
To fit the model peak-to-peak seismic-velocity values to the measured ones, the source peak force has to be increased from the used value of 
1 N to about 700 N (with the chosen 5-ms half duration of the source pulse). With or without the farthest four sensors (that are outside of the 
salt dome) power-law exponents of -1.6 and -1.1, respectively, result, fitting well to the value of -1.3±0.3 found with the measured data.

Maximum peak-to-peak value of vertical seismic velocity from picking, versus distance, double-logarithmic scale. Red squares: measured, with power-law trend 
line (solid); blue diamonds: model results, multiplied by 700, with power-law trend lines including (dashed) or excluding (dotted) the four farthest positions.

Signal Form
Since the measured signals were dominated by vibration of the geophone holders, the signal forms cannot be compared directly. Spectra 
of measured signals at close range contain power at up to several kilohertz whereas model spectra close to the source end at 330 Hz due 
to the chosen pulse half duration of 5 ms. Much shorter pulses would require much longer computation times. This problem and the 
question of the pulse force will be studied in the near future.
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Conclusions

Monitoring could be done by a “fence” of mostly underground sensors around a repository:

To arrive at statements about detectability of certain activities at such monitoring positions the source-
strength question will be studied.

The model structure will be refined to some extent.

For validation of the results a proof-of-principle experiment will be proposed.

Projects funded by the German Support Programme to the IAEA under Task CNT 1611.
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